--- PLANET NOVUS Map Series ---

•C
 an you find some
examples of services?

• How does the interaction
of supply and demand
help to answer “What is
an economy?”

•H
 ow do goods and services
help answer the question
“What is an economy?”

--- Federal Reserve

bank of new york ---
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•C
 an you find something in
high demand?
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•C
 an you find some
examples of goods?
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•C
 an you find something in
large supply?
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The price of something
is determined by its
supply, how much of
it there is, and
demand, how many
people want or need it.

Economists divide things of
value into goods and services.
Goods include physical things,
like crops, soccer balls,
and flying cars. Services are
activities provided to people
and businesses, like haircuts,
dog-walking, and flying car repair.
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Firms Sell, Households Buy
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Households SELL, Firms BUY

The economy of Novus
looks complicated, but
goods, services, and
money flow in CYCLES.
• Imagine you are a
household. How do
you get money?
• Imagine you are a
business. How do
you get money?
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CONNECT WITH US
parts of the economy.
and other important
goods and services,
Explore wants and needs,

WHAT IS AN ECONOMY?
Planet Novus
is located way, way

-What makes up this
planet’s economy?

out on the edge of the
universe. Throughout
Novus, individuals trade
with each other to get
the different things

-Take a look!
What do you see?
-Where do you think
you’d fit in?

they need and want.
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